The task of a topology selector within an analog synthesis system is to find the best available analog circuit topology out of a library for a given set of input specificotions. The proposed selection method consists of a combination of two approaches: procedural filtering and rule-based filtering. The procedural filtering consists of two consecutive phases based on boundary checking and interval analysis. Such a combination of different sorts offiltering is a new technique that allows an optimal trade-off b e m e n selection accuracy and required selection time. The tool that implements the method is technology independent and fully open towards newly added design knowledge.
Introduction
For the synthesis of analog integrated circuits, an hierarchical design strategy is nowadays being used in most programs [1,2]. The design of higher-complexity modules (e.g. A/D converters) is translated into the design of smaller lowercomplexity circuits (e.g. comparator) and ultimately devices. In between each of the hierarchical levels the design process consists of several steps such as topology selection, circuit sizing, layout generation, extraction and verification. Topology selection has been recogIllzed as the first of those consecutive steps.
The goal of topology selection is to search through the set of candidate topologies in a library that implements the required circuit behavior and to find the topology that best matches the input performance specifications in the specified technology process. The set of input specifications can be provided either by a human designer who uses such a tool, or can be derived from a synthesis step at a higher hierarchical level in an automated analog synthesis system. The process can be repeated hierarchically in the sense that a topology is built up from lower -level blocks, for each of which later on in the design process again a lower-level topology has to be selected, and so forth.
Although topology selection is an inherent part of analog synthesis, many programs published in the literature so far do not cover this problem. Programs that do handle it, such as OPASYN [3], OASYS [4] , or the stand-alone tool HECTOR [SI, use heuristic rules to decide between the different predefined alternatives. The selection between different related topologies in [6] has been integrated within the sizing process, by adding binary variables that control the topology cofliguration as additional optimization variables. However, none of these techniques makes explicit use of quantitative data about the obtainable performance ranges of the different candidate topologies to cany out the selection. The use of such information is, however, essential for the selection of a good topology, and the selection of a good topology is as important to obtain a highquality design solution (for the lowest power and area consumption) as the use of (global) optimization when sizing the selected topology afterwards. Our aim is to use quantitative performance space data to select the most promising topology candidate, which will then be sized by a separate sizing tool. The use of performance-space data also reduces the need for CPU-timeexpensive redesign iterationsdecreases the likelihood that a selected topology later on in the design process turns out not to be able to meet the input specifications.
This paper introduces a topology selection composed of analytical filtering (based on boundary checkmg and interval analysis) and rule-based filtering to obtain a flexible program that combines selection precision with short selection time. In section 2, the topology selection program is situated as essential part of an overall analog synthesis system. Section 3 describes the method used for the selection and covers three filter parts. A detailed design example and implementation aspects are discussed in section 4. Conclusions will be drawn in section 5.
2

Topology selection within analog synthesis
The topology selection program presented in this paper is an essential part of the analog module synthesis system ( Fig.l) , that is presently under development [7]. The main tools in the system are the following programs: topology selection, sizing and optimization, verification, and analog layout generation.
The key requirements for the system are modularity, openness and flexibility, which means that the tools are independent and exchangeable and interact through a common database under control of a design controller (which manages the design flow), that new design knowledge and new topologies as well as new technology processes can be added easily, and that different design styles are supported.
To accomplish this, two libraries are used in the system, namely a technology library and a cell library. Technology independence (e.g. 2.4 cmos and 0.7 cmos) is established by storing files with the actual values for technological process parameters in the technology library. The cell library contains descriptions of all module and circuit topologies that are known to the system and contains all information that is needed to cany out the different synthesis steps. In order to be able to easily add new cells, the topology selection method must be independent of the current and the hture contents of this cell library. At the same time, the topology selection program can only select among topologies that are already stored in this cell library and the information needed to obtain the performance range at run time must be stored with each topology in the cell library. The topology selection program will reject all cells from the library that do not have the required behavior or are not able to meet the input specifications. Depending on the tightness of these specifications the outcome will be that none, one or more topologies are considered as valid candidates. In the latter case, the selection program must also rank all remaining candidate topologies and choose the best one among them.
Redesign has to take place whenever the verification tool detects that the circuit under design fails to meet the input specifications. Depending on the fault recovery strategy, it might then be necessary to redo topology selection, since the previously selected topology might not have been a good one &er all. This might happen when the required circuit specifications fall on the edge of what a topology can offer. Topology selection during this redesign phase differs from the regular design selection because of the additional information about the reasons of the failure that the selection program can use in order to come up with a better solution. The sizing of a selected topology is carried out by a separate sizing program ( Fig. 1) .
3
Method of topology selection
3.1
In order to avoid design iterations in the synthesis system that include several design phases (sizing and optimization or even layout generation), the method for topology selection should be reliable and accurate. Furthermore, the selection method should be fast enough to allow interactive use. These two constraints are usually in conflict and our aim was to explore possible trade-offs and to find a method that offers the designer 111 flexibility in finding a good compromise.
Overview of the applied method The filtering sequence (Fig.2) is a combination of procedural and knowledge-based approaches. These filters are a boundary checking (BC) filter, an interval analysis (IA) filter and a rule-based (RB) filter, respectively, and will be discussed in detail in the following subsections. The modular concept of the selection filters provides two major advantages. Firstly, it allows easy extension of the cell library. secondly, it allows tuning of its performance by means of accuracy-speed tradeoffs: The two procedural filters (BC and IA) differ in their complexity, accuracy of their outcomes and their speed. On the other hand, the procedural filters and the knowledge based filter differ in their approaches and may be complementary.
The sequence of first applying BC, followed by IA and then RB filtering ensures efficiency of the selection process in terms of the overall required CPU time and the obtained accuracy. The fast rejection of non-feasible topology candidates at the beginning will reduce the set of topology candidates to a number acceptable from the perspective of the CPU time required to perform IA. The rule-based ranlung and in case of redesign reranking, provide us with a reasonably good f d selection.
Selection filter based on boundary checking
In analog IC design for each circuit (e.g. an opamp) there is a finite, although relatively large set of possible topologies (e.g. different opamp schematics). Each circuit topology can be characterized by an analytic model represented by a set of design constraints. The design constraints are, in general, nonlinear equations and inequalities, giving the relationship between design variables, i.e. circuit resources such as transistor sizes W and L, and the performance behavior of the topology, i.e. circuit properties (e.g. gain, bandwidth, power consumption, etc.). For a circuit topology and a specified behavior, the circuit resources can only take their values from within certain intervals. In the case of transistor sizes, the lower boundary will be dictated by the chosen technology process while the upper boundary will be restricted by requirements of chip area minimization and layout aspects, resulting in for instance an allowed transistor width between 0.8 and lo00 p. As a result, the different circuit performance characteristics for the same topology will also show values within some intervals. These feasible performance intervals of course depend on the selected technology process.
For a given design application, the user imposes requirements on the perfonnances that the circuit must achieve. These are the input specifications that must be met by the topology that is to be selected. For the example of an opamp, there are more than 20 characteristics for which the designer can provide a specification, but depending on the application only a subset of these will really be specified. (This holds, especially, when specifications are translated automatically from an upper hierarchical level by an automated design system.) The specifications are intervals, corresponding to the range of values for each w c u l a r performance characteristic that the designer can accept for his application. This specification interval can be finte or open, and a special case of a finite interval is a single value (e.g. 'Phase margin has to be at least 60"; 'Power consumption has to be less than 1mW; 'Output range has to be -3V to +3V;'
Gain has to be exactly 100'). Thus both the feasible performance intervals and the required performance specifications can be represented by intervals; different circuit topologies can be evaluated by comparing their feasible performance intervals; topology selection can be performed by comparing the specifications with the topologies' feasible performance intervals. The calculation of these inter-vals, which indicate the minimal and maximal possible values achievable by that topology, can be done at run-time or on forehand. In the latter case the precalculated intervals can be stored in the cell library together with the circuit topology, which reduces the required CPU time at run time but has the drawback of being technology dependent. The actual selection process is then carried out as follows. Each topology for which there is at least one performance characteristic that shows no overlap between the specification interval and the corresponding feasible interval covered by that topology must be rejected, as this topology is definitely not able to meet that particular specification in the given process. In this way, already a large number of inappropriate topologies can be eliminated. This technique is called filtering based on boundary checking. Fig.3a shows a 1D comparison of four topologies (TI till TJ based on the feasible interval for one performance parameter i with a specification range Pi. The selection process rejects T2 whose feasible interval does not overlap with Pi, and ranks the remaining topologies as T,, TI, T4 depending on the size of the overlap region. In a real design example, as said before, the topology will have many more performance parameters, say n, and the feasible intervals for these performances will form an n-dimensional bounding box. The BC filter then checks whether there is a cross section with the box of the specifications or not Since the filter essentially considers each performance parameter independently of all the others, BC is simple and fast. Topologies that pass BC do not necessarily meet the specifications after sizing since the filter does not take the correlations between the different performances into account (an opamp can not obtain the maximum gain at the same time as the maximum bandwidth). In other words, the real feasibility space is a subspace of the bounding box used in the BC filter. Smce the relation between performance parameters is contained within the circuit's design equations, in order to achieve a more accurate definition of the feasibility space we have to take these design equations into account, which brings us to the concept of IA.
Selection filter based on interval analysis
To allow a more accurate selection between the remaining candidate topologies, the feasible intervals for all performances, taking into account all their mutual influences or correlations, have to be calculated for each of these topologies. All design (in)equalities for the performance variables bounded by their specificahon values have to be solved simultaneously. Then the obtained intervals will depict the complete solution space and again unfeasible topologies can be eliminated. This technique is called filtering based on interval analysis.
The key of the technique is to calculate the solution space. A method has been reported in [SI to find the whole solution space for an underconstrained system of linear inhomogeneous @)equalities, together with its application to analog circuit design. Although the design equations are usually nonlinear, nonlinear functions can be approximated by a piecewise linear (PL) format and then all solutions can be found. In either case the solution space is described by a linear combination of a set of vectors (comer points of the solution space). This technique is also very usell in hierarchical design [9]. If the solution space is empty at the higher design level, it means that there is no need to explore the lower levels (e.g. subcircuits) since no feasible design is possible. The improvement that IA brings over BC is depicted in the examples of Fig.4 and 5. Fig.4 differs from Fig.3 in that the correlation (functions f, and f,) between the performance parameters PI and P2 has been added. This correlation between
Flg. 4. Feaslblllty check with the relatlons betwoon two parameters.
For the topology T,, Fig.5 shows user-specified intervals (1) and the initial intervals (2) for two performance parameters as stored in the cell library, together with intervals (3) for those parameters after an evaluation took place taking into account the relationship between PI and P2. Point d belongs to the solution space of the T, topology, while point c is outside of it, in contrast with simple BC that would accept both c and d.
Flg. 5. Comblned rosult. of boundary checklng and Interval analysls.
The accuracy of the obtained solution space depends on the accuracy of the models (equations) used to compute the solution space. Since the calculation method itself (but not its pedormance) is independent from the model used to describe a topology, it is possible to achieve acceptable selection accuracy with moderate CPU-time and memory usage by using higher-level description models for analog modules and circuits. Higherlevel L4 avoids possible redundancy (with sizing) introduced by considering the solution space at the lowest level. Eventually, however, we have to deal with a topology at the device level, and then we have to manage models with a relatively large number of parameters, which drastically increases the CPUtime and memory consumption. By reducing the number of parameters taken into account for IA, we can reduce the required CPU time at the expense of selection accuracy. Here a compromise takes place: a number of parameters is modeled for IA and a n u m k of parameters is evaluated by the rule base.
It is well known that certain topologies, regarding a specific performance, have advantages over others. A typical example is the use of cascaded versus nonascoded subblocks depending on the gain requirements. Using if-then-else rules to decide when to apply one or the other is usually much more efficient than to explore the complete solution space in order to find the most appropriate topology. It is therefore appropriate to include such general design knowledge as rules into the rule base of the knowledge-based filter.
Rule-based selection filter
Up till now, starting from all topologies in the cell library that implement the required circuit behavior, the first filter based on BC has rejected all obviously unfeasible topologies. The second filter based on IA has found the solution space for the remaining topologies and then decided whether or not to reject them. Eventually there might be several candidate topologies left. The final step is to rank these candidates using the information about the topology's property attributes. This ranking has been implemented as a knowledge-based filter based on heuristic selection rules [3-51. Indeed, a knowledgebased approach is suitable for conflict resolution problems. Since the ranking of the remaining topologies that satisfy the specifications with their solution space can be considered as a conflict resolution, this ranking can be performed efficiently by means of rules.
A strong reason to use the knowledge-based filter are the redesign iterations in the analog design system of Fig. 1 . When a new topology has to be selected for the same specifications, the procedural filters do not have to be rerun since they will return exactly the same result. The rule-based filter on the other hand can use the additional failure information about the specifications that were not met by the o r i d topology that caused the redesign, to rerank the remaining topologies and select a new best topology. A redesign rule can then for instance state that if the gain requirement was not met for a noncascoded topology, then the cascoded version has to be tried next.
Example of topology selection
Implementation aspects
The topology selection program has been implemented in the C language for the procedural filters and in Prolog for the rule-based filter, on a SUN workstation and it is presently being integrated into the analog synthesis system of Fig. 1 . The program is built up completely in a modular way (see also Fig.2 ) and all three filters take different data files from the cell library as inputs, besides the overall inputs like user specifications, technology data, etc. The inputs are ASCII text files. The BC data file contains the boundaq values for the feasible performance intervals, which are calculated in advance and stored in the cell library for well established designs (fixed cells) or which can be calculated at run time (parameterized and custom cells). The IA data file contains all kinds of data needed for interval analysis, related to a specific topology. Openness towards new design is fully respected: new topologies for a known h c t i o n block can be added to the cell library just by adding their necessary data files. No recompilation or code update of the selection program are needed. The same holds for adding new technology processes (e.g. 0.xx pn) within one of the covered technology classes (e.g. CMOS).
The model development process can substantially be facilitated by the use of tools such as ISAAC [lo] and DONALD ... + ( h n . X n * h pl 0. The coefficients uu are cotlstants whose values depend on the input specifications, the particular topology and the specified technology process. The unknowns .y are the design parameters that can take values from inte-rvals, the boundaries of which are defined by input specifications, propehes of the particular topology and the technology parameters used. The solution obtained by IA is in the form of a linear combination of vectors, depicting the solution space for the unknowns xj. Due to the nature of the algorithm, it is advisable to keep the number of unknowns relatively small in order to limit the time required to solve the system. One of the severe constraints for the model is its required linearity. As said above, however, nonlinear equations can also be handled by approximating them with piecewise linear models [8].
Practical design example
The particledetector frontend circuitry of Fig.7 consisting of a CSA (charge sensitive amplifier) and a PSA (pulse shaping amplifier) is chosen as example here. The CSA and PSA are from the classes of modules (amplifiers and filters) that the analog module synthesis system will be able to generate. The CSA is built of an OTA (operational transconductance amplifier), while the PSA is built of several OPAMPs, in an hierarchical way. The performance of the read-out module is controlled by 5 major design parameters: the width, length and bias current of the input transistor, the shaping time and the number of integrators in the shaping amplifier. The key input specifications are noise performance, power consumption and speed for a specified detector capacitance. All of these specifications are directly affected by the choice of the values for the design parameters. The input transistor's width and length have practical limits imposed either by technology or by the performance of other parameters, the bias current is limited by the power consump tion requirement, the shaping time is an input specification and limited as well, and finally the number of integrators is a prop erty of the particular topology. To keep the model sufficiently accurate, yet simple, ten input parameters (Fig.9 ) were chosen to be included in the interval-analysis model. This model has been chosen taking into account design knowledge and the relative importance of some parameters over the others. Conceptually, the model looks as follows: A : specs, topology's design parameters, technology parameters In this model, the design parameters vary from topology to topology in two different ways. Firstly, the parameters are different for different topologies (e.g. different expressions for the speed). Secondly, the boundary values for the intervals for the parameters differ from one topology to the other. The total number of model variables in the used models was >25.
The topology selection program has then been tested for a cell library containing 8 cells with different design styles for CSA-PSA topologies. There were 4 topologies with PMOS and 4 with NMOS input transistors, called Pi and Ni, respectively (i = I, ..., 4) . The number of topologies that pass the BC or IA filter depends on how relaxed or tight the input specifications are.
The time required for the IA filter is proportional to the number of topologies remaining after the BC filter. The ranking returned by the IA filter differs from the initial ranking returned by the BC filter, because of the shrinking of the intervals during the IA filtering. Relaxed specifications are used here to visualize the results of IA. Fig.8 shows the lower noise boundary for a given power consumption and vice versa for the eight different CSA-PSA topologies. Those are the comer points of the solution space for the given requirements, obtained by IA. The relevant rules for ranking in the rule-based filter consider general knowledge about noise performance and required chip area. Two sets of input specifications together with the obtained results are summarized in Fig.9 . These two sets represent o p timized noise and power consumption cases, respectively. In both cases the CPU time was below one second, most of it being spent during the IA filtering. The example shows the BC has rejected 2 and 3 cells due to their non-feasibility, for the two cases respectively. Furthermore, IA fmds that 4 and 2 of the remaining cells, respectively, can not fulfill all the requirements simultaneously. The difference in ranking after IA and RB is due to the nature of the evaluation: IA evaluates the sue of allowable intervals, and RB evaluates cell attributes. The procedural filters calculate the ranking value for a topology j according to: The final rank is obtained by rules addressing the topology's properties such as complexity, and making a tradeoff between noise and power performance. One example rule used for final ranking within the RB has the following form: IF ( nr-integrator.cel1-A < nr-integrator.cel1-B 1 THEN c e l l p before cell-B
Another set of experiments were conducted with input specifications from a very wide range. The outcome shows that: the selected topology, the number of not rejected topologies and their rank vary significantly with the variation of the input specifications. Furthermore, it has been shown that each of the 8 used topologies has a region within the solution space where it is dominant or superior to the others. The relatively large number of input parameters, as well as the number of dimensions of the solution space makes it difficult to visualize such a result. Easy explainable results, however, are yet available in numerical form.
5
Conclusions and future work
A new method has been presented for topology selection within an automated analog synthesis system. The method consists of the subsequent application of two procedural filters, based on boundary checking and interval analysis respectively, followed by a rule-based filtering. This combination allows a trade-off between selection accuracy and required selection time. Practical evaluation results of this method have been presented and show an acceptable performance, which is presently being improved M e r on towards better speed andor accuracy. The topology selector is currently being integrated within a complete automated analog synthesis system.
